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Background: World Health Organization step III opioids are required to relieve 

moderate-to-severe cancer pain; constipation is one of the most frequent opioid-induced side 

effects. A fixed combination, prolonged-release oxycodone/naloxone (OXN), was developed 

with the aim of reducing opioid-related gastrointestinal side effects. The objective of this study 

was to compare the efficacy and safety of prolonged-release oxycodone (OXY) alone to OXN 

in opioid-naïve cancer patients with moderate-to-severe pain.

Methods: Propensity analysis was utilized in this observational study, which evaluated the 

efficacy, safety, and quality of life.

Results: Out of the 210 patients recruited, 146 were matched using propensity scores and 

included in the comparative analysis. In both groups, pain intensity decreased by ≈3 points 

after 60 days, indicating comparable analgesic efficacy. Responder rates were similar between 

groups. Analgesia was achieved and maintained with similarly low and stable dosages over 

time (12.0–20.4 mg/d for OXY and 11.5–22.0 mg/d for OXN). Bowel Function Index (BFI) 

and laxative use per week improved from baseline at 30 days and 60 days in OXN recipients 

(-16, P0.0001 and -3.5, P=0.02, respectively); BFI worsened in the OXY group. The overall 

incidence of drug-related adverse events was 28.9% in the OXY group and 8.2% in the OXN 

group (P0.01); nausea and vomiting were two to five times less frequent with OXN. Quality 

of life improved to a significantly greater extent in patients receiving OXN compared to OXY 

(increase in Short Form-36 physical component score of 7.1 points vs 3.2 points, respectively; 

P0.001).

Conclusion: In patients with chronic cancer pain, OXN provided analgesic effectiveness that 

is similar to OXY, with early and sustained benefits in tolerability. The relationship between 

responsiveness to OXN and clinical characteristics is currently being investigated.
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Background
World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines for pharmacological management of 

cancer pain consider that opioid analgesics are an established therapy for moderate-to-

severe cancer pain.1 The European Association of Palliative Care (EAPC) recommends 

the use of morphine, oxycodone (OXY), and hydromorphone as first-line options for 

therapy with a strong opioid.2,3 In a recent study assessing the effectiveness of four 

strong opioids (morphine, buprenorphine, OXY, and fentanyl) in cancer patients, 

the efficacy and tolerability profiles of these drugs were found to be broadly similar, 

although some variability in response among different opioids was seen.4 In particular, 

a series of systematic reviews on the use of opioids in cancer pain reported that OXY, 
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a semisynthetic opioid analgesic, has an efficacy and toler-

ability that are similar to morphine.5,6

The clinical use of opioids is limited by the occurrence 

of problematic adverse effects. The most common adverse 

event is opioid-induced bowel dysfunction, which includes 

constipation, hard dry stools, incomplete evacuation, bloat-

ing, abdominal cramping, and increased gastric reflux. Bowel 

dysfunction occurs in ~90% of cancer patients receiving 

opioid therapy;7 the frequency of the above-mentioned 

symptoms ranges from 26% to 49% in patients receiving 

OXY.8–11 Both the European Society of Medical Oncology 

and the EAPC recommend routine use of laxatives in patients 

with advanced cancer receiving opioids.2,12

A fixed combination of oral prolonged-release oxycodone 

and naloxone (OXN) in a 2:1 ratio has been developed in the 

attempt to minimize the adverse gastrointestinal effects of 

opioids.13 Naloxone is an opioid receptor antagonist with very 

low bioavailability (3%) following oral administration as it 

undergoes extensive hepatic first-pass metabolism.14 More-

over, intestinal binding of OXY to opioid receptors is inhibited 

by naloxone, due to the higher receptor affinity for the latter.13 

On the other hand, the low plasma levels of naloxone do not 

interfere with the central analgesic action of OXY.13

The effectiveness and tolerability of OXN in patients with 

noncancer pain have been previously studied.15–17 In addition, 

three randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have confirmed that 

OXN has analgesic efficacy that is similar to OXY but with 

significant improvement in opioid-induced constipation 

(OIC).18–20 A few observational studies and one RCT have 

assessed the efficacy and tolerability of OXN in cancer 

pain.21–25 In particular, the RCT showed that OXN was asso-

ciated with fewer adverse effects related to bowel function 

compared with OXY alone, without significant differences in 

analgesic efficacy.24 However, this trial exclusively enrolled 

opioid-pretreated patients with controlled pain suffering from 

OIC. Data from RCTs comparing the efficacy and tolerability 

of OXN vs OXY in cancer patients who are naïve to opioids 

and with uncontrolled pain are lacking.

Herein, we employed propensity analysis, an alternative 

statistical method that allows comparison of data from non-

interventional observational studies, which has already been 

used in this clinical context.26 Propensity analysis adjusts for 

bias inherent to the decision about opioid therapy, balancing 

the variables related to the choice of exposure (treatment), 

in order to simulate the random assignment.27 The aim of 

the present study was to compare the effects of OXY and 

OXN on analgesic efficacy, safety, and quality of life (QoL) 

in opioid-naïve patients with moderate-to-severe chronic 

cancer pain.

Methods
study design, patients, and assessment
This was a single-center, observational, retrospective study 

assessing patients with cancer treated at the Tor Vergata 

Polyclinic Pain Unit in Rome, Italy, between January 

2010 and December 2012. The study was approved by the 

University of Tor Vergata Review Board (registry number 

175/13). Informed consent was exempted by the board due 

to the retrospective nature of this research.

Patients were eligible for inclusion in the study if they 

met the following criteria: diagnosis of solid tumor, the 

presence of moderate-to-severe pain at baseline defined as 

average pain intensity (API) score 4 measured on a 0–10 

numerical rating scale and requiring around-the-clock WHO 

step III opioids (strong opioids), no previous treatment with 

around-the-clock opioids (ie, opioid naïve), and suitable for 

treatment with a new prescription of prolonged-release OXY 

or OXN. Pregnant women, patients with a history of alcohol 

and/or drug abuse or cognitive impairment, and those treated 

with chemo- and/or radiotherapy in the 15 days before or 

during the observation period were excluded.

Patients were evaluated at baseline (T0) and at 30 days 

(T30) and 60 days (T60: final observation). An optional 

visit for patients requiring closer monitoring and titration 

of analgesic treatment was scheduled after 15 days (T15). 

Demographic information and clinical history collected at 

baseline included age, sex, primary tumor site, the presence 

and sites of metastases, previous treatments for pain, the 

presence and severity of neuropathic pain (NP), and laxa-

tive use. The starting dose of OXY (5–20 mg/d) or OXN 

(5/2.5–20/10 mg/d) was determined on an individual basis 

by a pain management specialist according to patient needs 

and previous analgesic therapy.

effectiveness endpoints
API was determined at each visit. Patients with an API dif-

ference (APID) 30% and a final API score 4 were defined 

as “responders”.4,28,29 NP was assessed using the Douleur 

Neuropathique 4 (DN4) questionnaire, which consists of pain 

descriptors and several bedside sensory examinations.30,31 The 

absolute daily dose of OXY, either alone or in combination 

with naloxone, and the proportion of patients with an increase 

of 5% per day in the OXY dose were determined during 

the observation period according to the Opioid Escalation 

Index (OEI) percentage.32

Qol endpoints
QoL endpoints were evaluated at baseline and T60. The 

presence and severity of sleep disturbance were evalu-
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ated using the Chronic Pain Sleep Inventory (CPSI), a 

single index assessing five parameters of sleep troubles 

related to pain (trouble falling asleep, needing sleep 

medication, awakened by pain during the night and in 

the morning, and overall quality of sleep) on a 100 mm 

visual analog scale.33 Physical and mental well-being 

were assessed using the Physical (PCS) and Mental 

Component Summary (MCS) scores of the Short Form-12 

Health Survey Questionnaire (SF12); higher scores reflect 

better QoL.34,35

Tolerability and safety endpoints
Bowel function was measured at T30 and T60 using the 

Bowel Function Index (BFI) questionnaire.36 The BFI is a 

measure of general bowel function that has been recently 

validated as a reproducible tool to detect clinically meaning-

ful changes in OIC, with scores ranging from 0 (free from 

symptoms) to 100 (most severe symptoms). In patients with 

chronic pain, normal bowel function is defined as a BFI 29, 

and a 12-point change in BFI score represents a clinically 

meaningful change in severity of constipation.37 The pro-

portion of patients receiving laxatives and the number of 

laxatives taken per week were also determined at baseline, 

T30, and T60.

Safety evaluations were performed at each visit by record-

ing adverse drug reactions (ADRs), defined as any new side 

effect occurring or worsening in intensity and/or frequency 

after the first intake of OXY or OXN. Only ADRs of moder-

ate or severe intensity were recorded.

A composite efficacy and tolerability endpoint was used 

to evaluate the overall risk:benefit profile of OXY and OXN; 

this included the simultaneous presence of APID 30% 

and BFI 51 points at T60, which indicates a substantial 

analgesic benefit in the absence of moderate-to-severe bowel 

dysfunction.

statistical analysis
In the descriptive analysis, absolute frequency was used 

for categorical variables, and central trend and dispersion 

measurements (mean, standard deviations) for quantitative 

continuous variables. Normality of data distribution was 

verified by the Shapiro–Wilk test.

Propensity analysis aims to identify patients with similar 

probability of receiving one of the two treatments on the 

basis of observed clinical characteristics.27,38,39 A propensity 

score model was generated using all potential covariates that 

could affect the group allocation using a multivariable logistic 

regression model which includes several characteristics as 

independent variables to estimate the individual probability 

of being assigned to OXY or OXN. If two patients have the 

same propensity score, they share the same probability of 

receiving one of two treatments. The variables included in 

the propensity score model included age, sex, the presence 

of metastasis, NP, OIC, API, laxative use, sleep disturbance, 

and physical and mental well-being at baseline. One-to-one 

matching without replacement was performed using a 0.2 

caliper width, and the resulting score-matched pairs were 

used in subsequent analyses.

In the event of early discontinuation or missing values, 

the last-observation-carried-forward approach was used to 

input missing data on API, OXY dosage, DN4, CPSI, BFI, 

laxative use, and MCS and PCS scores of SF12.

When comparing groups, chi-square or Fisher’s exact 

test for associations was used for categorical variables. For 

continuous or ordinal variables, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov 

test was applied. Changes over time were evaluated with 

the Cochran Q test, Friedman test, or repeated measures 

analysis of variance as appropriate. A P-value of 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant. STATISTICA software 

(Version 10.0; StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) was used for 

all statistical analyses. Propensity matching was performed 

with the MatchIt Package.40

Results
A total of 210 consecutive patients treated with OXY or 

OXN for moderate-to-severe cancer pain were evaluated. 

Following propensity score analysis, 73 patients receiv-

ing OXY and 73 receiving OXN were matched. Over the 

60-day observation period, 15 patients (10.2%) withdrew 

from treatment (all due to ADRs): four in the OXN group 

and eleven in the OXY group. The remaining 131 patients 

(89.8%) continued with their new analgesic treatment up to 

the end of the observation period. Patient flow throughout 

the study is shown in Figure 1.

There were no significant differences between the 

propensity score-matched groups at baseline (Table 1), 

indicating that the matching procedure worked well. The 

most common sites of cancer were pulmonary, breast, and 

genitourinary. API was 7.3 in both groups, and there was a 

high prevalence of NP (77%). The BFI score at baseline 

suggested the absence of overt bowel dysfunction prior to 

opioid prescription, although one-quarter of patients were 

already on laxatives.

analgesic effectiveness and Qol
API decreased markedly from baseline to T60 (Figure 2) 

from 7.3±1.6 to 4.2±2.3 in OXY recipients and from 7.3±1.4 

to 4.3±1.7 in OXN recipients (P, not significant). The APID 
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from baseline to T60 was 3.1±2.3 and 3.0±1.8 in the OXY and 

OXN groups, respectively (P, not significant). The responder 

rate was 50.7% in both groups.

NP also significantly decreased in both the OXY and 

OXN groups (P0.001). Average DN4 scores decreased 

over 60 days of treatment, from 5.0±1.2 to 3.3±1.7 in the 

OXY group and from 4.7±1.4 to 2.7±2.2 in the OXN group. 

The proportion of patients with DN4 4 also decreased 

significantly in both groups at T60 (52.8% of those treated 

with OXY and 43.8% of OXN recipients; both P0.001 vs 

baseline, no significant between-group difference). Changes 

in OXY dosages over time were similar in the two treatment 

groups (Figure 3): the daily dosages of OXY increased 

similarly and slightly in both groups (by 10 mg after 

30 days and by 15 mg after 60 days). The prevalence of 

patients with OEI 5% at 60 days was low and comparable 

between groups (2.7% and 1.4% in OXY and OXN recipi-

ents, respectively).

There were also no significant differences between the 

OXY and OXN groups in QoL assessments during the study 

(Table 2), with the exception of the SF12 PCS score, which 

increased by 7.0 points in the OXN group and 3.2 points in 

the OXY group (P0.001).

Tolerability and safety
Considering gastrointestinal tolerability (Table 3), early 

improvement in BFI was seen in OXN recipients (-16 

points), while BFI worsened in OXY recipients (+13.8 

points; between-group difference, P0.001). The differ-

ences in BFI variations were above the clinically meaningful 

threshold (±12 points) in both groups, indicating clinically 

relevant changes in the severity of constipation. Laxative 

use decreased from baseline to T60 in the OXN group, and 

increased in the OXY group, with significant differences 

between groups (Table 3).

Eleven OXY recipients (15.0%) reported severe ADRs 

(constipation, n=5; vomiting, n=2; drowsiness, headache, 

insomnia, and pruritus in one patient each) that led to early 

discontinuation of analgesic treatment. In the OXN group, 

four OXN recipients (5.5%) discontinued early due to intol-

erable ADRs (vomiting, n=2; dizziness and drowsiness in 

one patient each). In the remaining patients who completed 

follow-up, the overall rate of moderate-to-severe ADRs was 

18.4% (28.9% OXY and 8.2% OXN; P=0.002) (Table 4). 

Nausea and vomiting were significantly more frequent with 

OXY than with OXN (overall 17.8% vs 5.4%, respectively; 

P0.05) (Table 4).

Figure 1 Patient flow during the study.
Abbreviation: WhO, World health Organization.
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composite endpoint
After 60 days of observation, 31 patients (42.5%) treated 

with OXY and 47 (64.4%) treated with OXN achieved the 

composite efficacy and tolerability endpoint (ie, APID 30% 

and final BFI 51) (P=0.01).

Discussion
This study utilized propensity analysis to study a sample of 

consecutive cancer patients with moderate-to-severe pain 

intensity 4 points in order to compare the efficacy, safety, 

and QoL of prolonged-release OXY and OXN, two of the 

most widely prescribed opioids.

Over 60 days of treatment, there was a decrease of ~3 points 

in the API in both groups. In addition, the prevalence of NP 

decreased from baseline by ~30%. These findings are in agree-

ment with data from previous RCTs showing that OXY and 

OXN have equivalent analgesic effects in both chronic cancer 

pain and noncancer pain.18,20,24,42 In contrast, an open-label, 

randomized trial comparing morphine, OXY, and OXN in 453 

patients requiring WHO step III opioids to treat lower back pain 

showed that OXN had significantly better analgesic efficacy 

and tolerability, with a lower risk of discontinuation.41

In our study, the proportion of responders was also the 

same following treatment with either OXY or OXN (50.7% 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the study population

Total (n=146) Oxycodone (n=73) Oxycodone + naloxone (n=73) P-value

age (years) 62.1±13.2 63.3±10.3 62.7±15.3 ns
Male, n (%) 76 (52.1) 35 (47.9) 41 (56.2) ns
Primary tumor site, n (%)

Pulmonary 28 (19.2) 12 (16.4) 16 (21.9) ns
Breast 18 (12.3) 11 (15.1) 7 (9.6) ns
Prostate 12 (8.2) 7 (9.6) 5 (6.8) ns
genitourinary 12 (8.2) 4 (5.5) 8 (10.9) ns
head and neck 12 (8.2) 6 (8.2) 6 (8.2) ns
Pancreas 11 (7.5) 5 (6.8) 6 (8.2) ns
Myeloma 11 (7.5) 6 (8.2) 5 (6.8) ns
lymphoma 9 (6.2) 3 (4.1) 6 (8.2) ns
gynecologic 8 (5.6) 7 (9.6) 1 (1.7) ns
gastrointestinal 7 (4.8) 5 (6.8) 2 (2.7) ns
liver 4 (2.8) 2 (2.8) 2 (2.7) ns
Others 14 (9.6) 5 (6.8) 9 (12.3) ns

Bone metastasis, n (%) 39 (26.7) 24 (32.9) 15 (20.5) 0.17
Pain intensity, nrs score 7.3±1.5 7.3±1.6 7.3±1.4 ns
neuropathic pain*, n (%) 113 (77.4) 61 (83.6) 52 (71.2) 0.08
Dn4 inventory 4.9±1.4 4.7±1.4 5.0±1.2 ns
Previous WhO primary analgesics, n (%)

none 77 (52.7) 28 (38.3) 49 (67.1) 0.001
nsaiDs 48 (32.8) 32 (43.8) 16 (21.9) 0.05
Paracetamol 21 (14.3) 13 (17.8) 8 (10.9) ns

rescue pain medication, n (%) 20 (13.7) 12 (16.4) 8 (11.0) ns
Paracetamol** 14 (9.6) 9 (12.3) 5 (6.8)
Opioids*** 6 (4.1) 3 (4.1) 3 (4.1)

adjuvant pain medication
Pregabalin, n (%) 95 (65.1) 47 (64.4) 48 (65.8) ns
Pregabalin dose (mg/d) 27.2±6.4 27.1±6.8 27.5±6.3 ns
Other drugs, n (%) 15 (10.3) 11 (15.0) 4 (5.4) ns

cPsi score 33.3±14.4 33.1±16.2 33.2±12.6 ns
sF12 Mcs score 27.2±6.4 27.1±6.8 27.5±6.3 ns
sF12 Pcs score 30.5±5.2 30.4±4.9 30.6±5.5 ns
BFi score 26.5±26.8 27.1±25.8 25.5±27.8 ns

BFi 29, n (%) 73 (50.0) 38 (52.1) 35 (47.9) ns
laxative use, n (%) 41 (28.1) 21 (28.8) 20 (27.4) ns
Oxycodone starting dose (mg/d) 11.7±4.3 12.0±4.4 11.5±4.3 ns

Notes: Values are mean ± standard deviation or number of patients (%). *Includes neuropathic and mixed nociceptive–neuropathic pain. **Paracetamol 1,000 mg. 
***Immediate-release oral morphine 10 mg or transmucosal fentanyl 100 µg.
Abbreviations: BFI, Bowel Function Index; CPSI, Chronic Pain Sleep Inventory; DN4, Douleur Neuropathique 4; NRS, numerical rating scale; NS, not significant; NSAIDs, 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; SF12 MCS, Mental Component Summary of the Short Form-12 Health Survey Questionnaire; SF12 PCS, Physical Component Summary 
of the Short Form-12 Health Survey Questionnaire; WHO, World Health Organization.
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in both groups). The concept of “responder” provides dif-

ferent information about the analgesic response to therapy 

depending on how response is defined. In clinical studies, 

the results are mainly driven by mean values for specified 

outcomes and endpoints. However, this does not allow 

identification of good and poor responses to treatment. In 

this study, responders were defined as those who reported a 

decrease in the API score 30% from baseline at T60, and 

an absolute API score 4 at the final visit.29,42–46

Approximately half of the patients in this study were clas-

sified as responders; conversely, about half of patients did 

not satisfy the predefined analgesic effectiveness criteria, a 

finding consistent with previous reports.4,46 This proportion of 

nonresponders may reflect the large number of patients who 

are not or poorly susceptible to OXY, or more in general to 

opioid analgesics, which are still considered to be the most 

effective agents for treatment of moderate-to-severe cancer 

pain. On the other hand, the low OXY dosages prescribed 

in the first 2 months in the current study population could 

partially explain the nonresponse rate. The modest increases 

in OXY dosage over time showed a stable ratio between dose 

and pain relief: the average final dose was 20.4 mg/d in the 

OXY group and 22.0 mg/d in the OXN group. Dose escala-

tion during opioid therapy is an indicator of development of 

tolerance, and the slow increase in dosages observed in this 

study is thus a favorable indicator. Nevertheless, the causes 

of and alternative solutions to the limited effectiveness of 

opioids in cancer pain require further investigation.

The relatively low opioid doses used in this study may 

be one explanation for the good safety profile observed. 

Figure 2 Average pain intensity (score on an 11-point NRS) during treatment with OXY and OXN.
Notes: P-values: within groups over time, 0.001; between groups, 0.90; interaction, 0.91. T0= baseline, T15= day 15, T30= day 30, and T60= day 60.
Abbreviations: NRS, numerical rating scale; OXN, oxycodone/naloxone; OXY, oxycodone.

Figure 3 OXY and OXN mean daily dosages during the study.
Note: T0= baseline, T15= day 15, T30= day 30, and T60= day 60.
Abbreviations: OXN, oxycodone/naloxone; OXY, oxycodone.
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ADRs typically associated with opioid therapy were 

generally infrequent but were significantly more frequent 

with OXY that with OXN; in particular, nausea and vomiting 

were two to five times more common with OXY than with 

OXN. A possible explanation for this difference is that 

naloxone may act at the gastric level via the same mechanism 

involved in reducing constipation. A lower rate of nausea 

and vomiting during OXN therapy has also been noted in a 

previous report.23

The issue of constipation requires special attention. 

Opioids cause or worsen constipation by binding µ-opioid 

receptors at the intestinal level, decreasing gastric emptying 

and intestinal peristalsis. In this study, the degree of constipa-

tion, measured by BFI, and the proportion of patients with 

moderate-to-severe bowel dysfunction (BFI 50) at baseline 

were similar in the OXY and OXN groups but significantly 

diverged during the study; bowel function worsened with 

OXY therapy but improved with OXN, as also suggested by 

differences in laxative use between groups.

This study utilized a composite endpoint to fully assess the 

benefit of OXY and OXN. A combined efficacy–tolerability 

endpoint (in our study, the proportion of patients with 30% 

reduction in pain intensity and a BFI score 51) is rather 

unusual but in our opinion summarizes well the two main 

Table 2 Summary of quality of life endpoints and comparison between groups

Oxycodone (n=73) Oxycodone + naloxone (n=73) P-value

cPsi score
Baseline 33.1±16.2 33.2±12.6 ns
Day 60 57.1±17.6 60.3±16.5 ns
Difference 24.0±22.4 27.2±15.5 ns

sF12 Mcs score
Baseline 27.1±6.8 27.4±6.4 ns
Day 60 37.4±8.3 38.3±5.1 0.01
Difference 10.3±8.9 10.9±7.0 ns

sF12 Pcs score
Baseline 30.4±4.9 30.6±5.5 ns
Day 60 33.6±4.5 37.6±5.0 0.001
Difference 3.2±6.1 7.1±5.7 0.001

Note: Values are mean ± standard deviation.
Abbreviations: CPSI, Chronic Pain Sleep Inventory; NS, not significant; SF12 MCS, Mental Component Summary of the Short Form-12 Health Survey Questionnaire; SF12 
PCS, Physical Component Summary of the Short Form-12 Health Survey Questionnaire.

Table 3 Summary of intestinal function endpoints and comparison between groups

Oxycodone (n=73) Oxycodone + naloxone (n=73) P-value

BFi score
Baseline 27.1±25.8 25.5±27.8 ns
Day 30 40.3±29.3 12.1±16.5
Day 60 41.0±27.5 9.5±13.4
Baseline to day 30 difference 13.2±17.9 -13.4±16.7 0.001
Baseline to day 60 difference 13.8±19.7 -16.0±19.2 0.001

laxative use, % of patients
Baseline 28.8 21.9 ns
Day 30 26.0 17.8
Day 60 24.6 8.2
Baseline to day 30 difference -2.8 -4.1 ns
Baseline to day 60 difference -4.2 -13.7 0.08

laxative use, times per week
Baseline 4.5±1.4 4.3±1.9 ns
Day 30 5.5±1.6 1.8±0.8
Day 60 5.4±1.7 1.2±0.4
Baseline to day 30 difference 0.5±1.4 -2.2±1.7 0.001
Baseline to day 60 difference 0.7±1.8 -3.5±2.4 0.001

Note: Values are mean ± standard deviation, or percentage of patients.
Abbreviations: BFI, Bowel Function Index; NS, not significant.
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goals of effective treatment for cancer pain, namely achiev-

ing good analgesia and avoiding or reducing the severity of 

typical opioid-related side effects, such as OIC. The better 

performance of OXN on a combined endpoint can thus be con-

sidered to be a good overall summary of the study findings.

The results of our propensity analysis are concordant with 

the results of other studies assessing efficacy and tolerability 

of OXN in cancer patients.21–25 In a retrospective study of 

206 ambulatory patients with uncontrolled pain, Cuomo et al 

found that OXN was highly effective and without adverse 

effects on bowel function, and equally efficacious and well 

tolerated in both opioid-naïve and experienced patients, as 

well as in younger and older patients.21 In that study, however, 

patients previously treated with OXY were not included. 

A small nonrandomized, open-label study documented 

clinically relevant improvement in pain intensity and bowel 

function, as well as increased patient satisfaction, after treat-

ment with OXN.22 A previous RCT compared the efficacy 

and safety of OXY and OXN in a very selected cohort of 

opioid-pretreated cancer patients with controlled pain and 

OIC at baseline: patients who were switched from other 

opioids to OXN experienced a similar analgesic effect as 

well as clinically relevant improvement in bowel function 

compared with patients switched to OXY.24 However, addi-

tional randomized studies are needed to compare different 

opioids in unselected patients with cancer pain.

This study has several limitations related to the methodol-

ogy used to control for the unbalance between groups, which 

should be taken into account when judging the internal and 

external validity of the results. First, the assumption that 

sufficient variance has been considered in the propensity 

model should be effectively demonstrated. To optimize the 

propensity model, data collection was based on the current 

literature10–17 and expert recommendations,38,39 and most of 

the relevant variables were included in the propensity model. 

Table 4 Summary of moderate-to-severe adverse drug reactions

Oxycodone (n=73) Oxycodone + naloxone (n=73) P-value

nausea 9 (12.3) 2 (2.7) 0.06
Vomiting 4 (5.5) 2 (2.7) ns
Abdominal pain 1 (1.4) 0 ns
Dizziness 1 (1.4) 0 ns
sleepiness 3 (4.1) 1 (1.4) ns
headache 1 (1.4) 0 ns
asthenia 0 1 (1.4) ns
insomnia 1 (1.4) 0 ns
itch 1 (1.4) 0 ns
Total 21 (28.9) 6 (8.2) 0.002

Note: Values are number of patients (%).
Abbreviation: NS, not significant.

Unlike randomization, propensity analysis can only remove 

overt (known) bias; however, hidden (unmeasured) biases 

remain, and therefore, the results generated using propensity 

matching should be interpreted with caution. The validity of 

the results will depend on the quality and amount of infor-

mation on the efficacy and safety of the treatments under 

evaluation. In addition, the characteristics of the sample 

population are also important: propensity analysis allows 

limited extrapolations to different patient groups and settings 

with a distribution of covariates that differs from the one used 

for score generation. For instance, our population showed 

a high (77.4%) prevalence of NP at study entry, which is a 

rather distinctive finding. The high rate of NP found in our 

study may be related to the systematic screening with the 

DN4 at baseline and the inclusion of mixed nociceptive pain 

and NP; a similar rate has also been recently reported.21 The 

problem of external validity (generalizability) of the results is 

consistent, and other relevant determinants involved in physi-

cian and patient decisions about whether or not to prescribe 

and use a treatment are often not fully considered.

Despite these cautions and inherent limitations, use of a 

propensity model may improve understanding of the actual 

value of the results from observational studies.

Despite the above-mentioned limitations and the single-

center nature of this study, the patient population is none-

theless representative of those with moderate-to-severe 

cancer pain requiring treatment with WHO step III opioids, 

and may provide useful guidance for daily management of 

these patients.

Conclusion
The results of this study confirm previous data, suggesting 

that the analgesic properties of OXN are similar to OXY, with 

less OIC, and extend these findings to patients with cancer 

pain. In fact, effective analgesia was documented using low 
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and stable dosages, in addition to a good safety profile and 

a reduced prevalence of nausea and vomiting with OXN vs 

OXY. In addition, these results provide important information 

about the proportion of patients achieving good or inadequate 

overall responses to analgesic therapy. This is applicable to 

all opioids and suggests the need to investigate the causes 

of opioid noneffectiveness and strategies to overcome this 

problem. Areas for future research include how the response 

to opioids is related to the agent used, the clinical condition 

of the patient, or other variables (eg, dosages, genetic profile, 

epigenetic mechanisms). An ongoing study is investigating 

potential correlations between the response to OXN and 

clinical characteristics such as the type of pain, psychological 

structure, comorbidities, and cotreatments to better under-

stand the determinants and degree of analgesic response.
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